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Smooth Quality and Smooth Bitrate 

Complexity Variation Investigation 

The video sequence usually has varying complexity, which 

results to fluctuation in the output bitrate if all the frames are 

coded with the same quality. In order to  prevent buffer overflow, 

the most of rate control algorithms [1] in past  were targeting at 

smooth bitrate by adjusting the quantization parameter (Qp). 

To investigate the complexity variation, we define the complexity 

ratio of nearby frames as k and the  distribution of complexity 

ratio (k) is investigated by carrying out a large number of test in 

various video sequences. 

 The Proposed Qp Clip Scheme 

Due to the more choice in Qp, the wider Qp clip range is more 

likely to prevent buffer overflow or underflow. Therefore in term 

of  buffer control, we hope to set a large Qp clip range for rate  

 Experimental Results and Discussion 

control scheme,  however large clip range will cause quality 

variation. In order to narrow down the clip range while keeping 

the probability of overflow or underflow within a small value, we 

design an adaptive Qp clip scheme. Based on the complexity 

ratio distribution and current buffer status, we derived a tightest 

clip range with safe buffer status as follows.  

To verify the model accuracy, we use the proposed clip scheme to 

predict the complexity ratio range. As shown in figure that most 

actual complexity falls in the predicted range which will 

guarantee safe buffer status. 

The proposed rate control framework 

is implemented in H.264/AVC 

reference software. The performance 

of three other benchmark rate control 

algorithms [2-4] are compared.  The 

fluctuation of buffer status, PSNR 

and Qp are plotted in the figure. It 

can be observed that although the 

proposed rate control algorithm 

results in more fluctuation in buffer 

occupancy, it is still contained in the 

buffer. As far as the video quality is 

concerned, the quality of the 

proposed algorithm is smoother than 

others. As for the Qp value, we can 

see that the proposed algorithm rarely 

adjust the Qp value.  
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We can see that the histogram of k has peak around 1 and 

decreases sharply at two sides. The pdf of k can be approximated 

as laplacian distribution and the goodness of the fit is presented .  

However, smooth bitrate leads to quality fluctuation and   large 

quality variation will cause  severe temporal artifacts like quality 

flicker and motion jerkiness. Therefore a good rate control 

algorithm should smooth the video quality as much as possible 

within the buffer constraint.  
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